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SERVICE IS THIS TERM'S CHRISTIAN VALUE IN FOCUS.

““Do not neglect to do good and to share what you have, for such
sacrifices are pleasing to God.”
The Bible - The Letter to the Hebrews, Chapter 13 verse 16

Dear Parents and Friends,

THE PURPOSE OF OUR BUBBLES IS TO RESTRICT THE
NUMBER OF CHILDREN ‘SENT HOME’ IF AN
OUTBREAK OCCURS.
We know it’s not perfect, we know siblings from
different bubbles may share a household, but we
also know it won’t be fair, on families and
working parents, if the whole school has to close
because of an outbreak in one bubble only.
Please respect the intention behind this measure
and restrict non-essential contact between
children from different bubbles out of school
hours.
You might be able to tell from the graphic that
we have modified our ‘bubbles’ in school. The
one-way system has gone, because we noticed
that we could better prevent pupils from mixing
by disallowing access from one bubble to
another up the ‘toilet’ corridor.
THANK YOU
Thank you to Mr Price, who has fixed the electrics

on the pond, and Mr Romero Brown for repairing
the broken planter.
OTHER WAYS TO HELP
Can anyone source 6 ‘one-metre square (ish)’
Perspex or acrylic sheets? This is not a protective
measure, but a curriculum project. DIY and
specialist stores are asking for around £200…
Please consider gifting school a box of tissues.
Your help here means there is more money left to
fund the curriculum.
Unexpectedly, we have one place in our
Reception group. If you know of someone who
would be interested, please share our number 01453 542600.
STAFF NEWS
We have been pleased to welcome back Alice
Lewis to the Mid Day Supervisor vacancy, in a
temporary capacity.
Stay safe and well,
Mr B.
UPDATE 11th SEPTMBER
Most aspects of school seem to be going well.
Reception are already full of confidence as they
'brave' the big playground. The staff have been
working really hard navigating 'unknown' waters,
and the children seem settled and positive. A
couple of quick notifications.
Once again, we have 100% of the families
connected via Class Dojo. However...
Please remember to send all messages
concerning pupil sickness, absence, testing etc
to Mrs Kirby using
admin@northnibley.gloucs.sch.uk This ensures
that all relevant information is collated in one
place.
Please ensure children provided with jumpers
and coats. The weather is turning and our
windows are open to provide fresh air.
SuperStars returns on Monday with enhanced
measures to stay safe - see this page for details:
https://www.super-stars.co.uk/superstarsgloucestershire/superstars-north-nibley/
There will be no 'Meet the teacher' event this
term. The teachers have updated their Class
Dojo 'stories' with information about routines.

Thank you to Mr and Mrs Holland for a very
generous donation of supplies.

Service is our Church-School value for the
Autumn. More on this later.
I continue to suffer from multiple computing
problems, so again the office is the best point of
contact for the school.
Mr B.

